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Abstract:We study the holographic dual of a two parameter family of quantities known as
the α-z divergences. Many familiar information theoretic quantities occur within this family,
including the relative entropy, fidelity, and collision relative entropy. We find explicit bulk
expressions for the boundary divergences to second order in a state perturbation whenever
α is an integer and z ≥ 0, as well as when z ∈ {0,∞} and α ∈ R. Our results apply
for perturbations around an arbitrary background state and in any dimension, under the
assumption of the equality of bulk and boundary modular flows.
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1 Introduction
The understanding of the AdS/CFT correspondence [2] has been deepened by the study of
information theoretic quantities in conformal field theory. Most famously, the von Neumann
entropy of a CFT subregion calculates the area of a minimal surface in AdS according to
the Ryu-Takayanagi formula [3] or covariantly the HRRT formula [4]. Other information
theoretic quantities that have been studied in the context of AdS/CFT include the relative
entropy [5], fidelity [6], entanglement of purification [7, 8] and complexity [9, 10].
The relative entropy and fidelity, as well as a number of other information theoretic
quantities, occur as special cases of the α-z divergences [11]. The α-z divergences are
defined on two density matrices ρ, σ according to
Dα,z(ρ||σ) = 1
α− 1 log tr
([
σ
1−α
2z ρ
α
z σ
1−α
2z
]z)
. (1.1)
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Figure 1: Some members of the entropy zoo and their relations. The α-z divergences
contain as special cases many common quantities appearing in quantum information theory.
This figure is a simplified version of one produced by Faist [1]. Blue arrows indicate a choice
of the parameters α, z has been made, red arrows that the reference state has been set to
the identity matrix.
The parameter ranges are restricted to z ≥ |α − 1| and α ≥ 0. We discuss the meaning
of these quantities in section 2, and note here that varying our choice of α and z allows
us to recover various standard quantities in information theory. Taking α = z recovers the
sandwiched relative entropies [12], while setting z = 1 gives the Petz relative entropies [13].
We give an outline of the so called “entropy zoo” in figure 1, which portrays the relationships
among the most commonly used information measures1.
It is currently unclear which information theoretic quantities should correspond to
interesting gravitational observables. One goal of the present work is to systematically
search for such quantities. Towards this, we study the α-z divergences leaving the choice
of parameter values arbitrary. This allows us to address in one calculation a wide range of
information theoretic quantities. Our calculation studies the α-z divergences perturbatively
around a reference state. Considering ρ a perturbation around σ, the first order term in
Dα,z(ρ||σ) always vanishes. Consequently we study the second order term, which we label
by χα,z and refer to as the α-z susceptibilities.
Throughout this work we make use of modular frequency space [14]. In modular fre-
quency space an operator O is expressed in terms of its modular frequency modes, which
1We are following Phillipe Faist [1], who produced an interesting poster after which our figure 1 is
modelled.
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are defined using a density matrix σ according to
Oˆω ≡
∫ +∞
−∞
ds e−isωσ−is/2piOˆσis/2pi. (1.2)
We find that the perturbative expansion of the α-z divergences simplifies when expressed in
terms of the modular frequency modes of the state perturbation. This simplification, along
with the equality of bulk and boundary modular flows [15] and the AdS/CFT extrapolate
dictionary [16, 17] allow us to find bulk duals of the susceptibilities in a simple way.
Our main result is an explicit bulk expression for the α-z susceptibilities whenever
α = n is an integer. The bulk dual of the susceptibilities is expressed in terms of the
modular frequency modes of the bulk fields and of their canonically conjugate momentum.
Considering the case of a single bulk real scalar field Φ with conjugate momentum Π, we
find that the susceptibility is
χn,z =
∫
Σ
ddX
∫ +∞
−∞
dω iKn,z(ω) [Φ(X)Πω(X)− Φω(X)Π(X)] , (1.3)
where Σ is any spacelike slice of the entanglement wedge and the kernelKn,z(ω) is a function
we have determined explicitly. The field Φ refers to a perturbation to a certain background
field, with the background fields fixed by the reference state σ. This expression is true for
perturbations around an arbitrary background and in arbitrary dimensions. Taking the
background to be the vacuum and setting n = 1 we recover the bulk canonical energy, as
established in earlier work [5, 18].
The sandwiched relative entropies have been studied in the context of conformal field
theory [19]. It was found that the sandwiched relative entropy for α = n an integer could
be expressed as a 2n point function. Here we work perturbatively around a reference state
and find that the second order term in the sandwiched relative entropy can be expressed
as an integral over two point functions, for any n. Other related work includes [20], which
used holographic techniques to study the Petz relative entropies in conformal field theory.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we define the α-z divergences and
state some inequalities they are known to satisfy. In section 3 we introduce the holographic
setting we work in. Section 3.1 defines the class of states we work with, while section
3.2 reviews some needed details about modular flow and the relation between bulk and
boundary flows. In section 4 we derive bulk expressions for the α-z susceptibilities. As
a check on our work section 5 uses this result to reproduce some known properties of the
boundary susceptibilities starting from our bulk expressions. Appendices A and B deal
with two technical aspects of our calculation; Appendix C establishes the equality of bulk
and boundary α-z divergences, extending the result of JLMS [15].
2 The α-z divergences
2.1 Definition of divergence and some properties
A divergence is defined as a function from two postive semidefinite operators to the real
numbers, D(ρ||σ), which satisfies the following axioms:
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1. Unitary invariance: D(ρ||σ) = D(UρU †||UσU †).
2. Normalization: D(|0〉〈0| || I/2) = 1.2
3. Order: D(ρ||σ) ≥ 0 when ρ ≥ σ and D(ρ||σ) ≤ 0 when ρ ≤ σ.3
4. Additivity: D(ρ1 ⊗ ρ2||σ1 ⊗ σ2) = D(ρ1||σ1) +D(ρ2||σ2).
5. Generalized mean value: There exists a continuous and strictly increasing function
g(x) defined for all x ∈ R such that
[tr(ρ1) + tr(ρ2)] g(D(ρ1 ⊕ ρ2||σ1 ⊕ σ2)) = tr(ρ1) g(D(ρ1||σ1)) + tr(ρ2) g(D(ρ2||σ2)).
6. Continuity: For ρ 6= 0 and supp ρ ⊆ suppσ, Dα,z(ρ||σ) is continuous in ρ, σ ≥ 0.
In the classical setting the relevant positive semidefinite operators are probability distribu-
tion interpreted as diagonal matrices, while in quantum mechanics this role is played by
density matrices. In classical information theory the divergence of two probability distri-
butions has an intuitive meaning. D(P ||Q) is the amount of information contained in an
event E about the variable X, where P (X) = Q(X|E) [21]. The above axioms formalize
this intuition by specifying properties such a measure of information should have. In the
quantum setting, a divergence is, at least heuristically, a measure of how distinguishable its
two arguments are (this can be made precise in the context of quantum hypothesis testing
[22]).
In the classical case the full set of all quantities satisfying these axioms is known [21].
They are the Renyi divergences or Renyi relative entropies,
Dα(P ||Q) = 1
α− 1 log
∑
k
(
pαk
qα−1k
)
. (2.1)
In the quantum case there are more divergences, owing to the non-commutativity of density
matrices. In fact the full set of quantum divergences is not known.
All of the known quantum divergences are included in the α-z divergences [11]. These
are defined according to
Dα,z(ρ||σ) ≡ 1
α− 1 log tr
(
[σ
1−α
2z ρ
α
z σ
1−α
2z ]z
)
, (2.2)
which are divergences in the sense of satisfying the axioms above whenever z ≥ |α− 1| and
α ≥ 0.
Two particular cases of the α-z divergences are well studied in the quantum informa-
tion literature. The Petz relative entropies [13] occur at z = 1. They have been studied
2This normalization is stated for the case of a single qubit, but this is enough to fix the normalization
in general.
3By A ≤ B, we mean that B − A is a positive semi-definite operator. Notice that it can never happen
that two unit normalized density matrices have σ > ρ or ρ > σ, as is clear from taking the trace. In fact
for density matrices it is always the case that D(ρ||σ) ≥ 0 with equality when σ = ρ.
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extensively in the context of quantum thermodynamics [23] and recently in the context
of conformal field theory by using holographic techniques [20]. In both settings the Petz
relative entropies can be thought of as free energies which must decrease under allowed op-
erations, analogous to the second law of thermodynamics. The sandwiched Renyi relative
entropies [12] correspond to taking z = α. These appear in the proof of the recoverability
inequality, which has been employed in a holographic context to understand approximate
bulk reconstruction [24]. For simplicity, we will refer to these as the α-α divergences and
α-1 divergences, respectively. Additionally, the combined quantity
D˜(ρ||σ) =
{
Dα,1(ρ||σ), α ∈ [0, 1)
Dα,α(ρ||σ), (1,∞)
(2.3)
has an operational meaning in terms of quantum hypothesis testing [22].
The α-α and α-1 divergences reduce to the Umegaki relative entropy when α → 1,
which reads
S(ρ||σ) = tr(ρ log ρ− ρ log σ). (2.4)
At second order the relative entropy of two CFT states is dual to the bulk canonical energy
[5], which is the conserved quantity associated with evolution in modular time4. At a
technical level, the relative entropy being holographically dual to canonical energy has
been useful in understanding how Einsteins equations in the bulk emerge from entanglement
physics in the CFT [18, 25].
Another familiar object occurs in the α-z divergences for α = z = 1/2,
D1/2,1/2(ρ||σ) = −2 logF (ρ, σ), (2.5)
where F (ρ, σ) is the fidelity [26]. The fidelity is a natural generalization of the Hilbert
space inner product on pure states |〈ψ|φ〉|2 to mixed states in that it is related to the inner
product of purifications of ρ and σ,
F (ρ, σ) = max
|φ〉,|ψ〉
|〈ψ|φ〉|2, (2.6)
where the maximization is over purifications of ρ and σ. In the context of holography the
fidelity, expanded to second order in a state perturbation, has been argued to be dual to
the volume of an extremal bulk surface [6].
The α = z = 2 case is known as the collision relative entropy,
D2,2(ρ||σ) = log tr(σ−1/2ρ σ−1/2ρ). (2.7)
This object evaluated on the particular states ρ = ρAB and σ = IA ⊗ ρB is also sometimes
called conditional collision entropy, H2(A|B) = D2,2(ρAB|I ⊗ ρB), and appears commonly
in quantum cryptography [27–31].
4The reader unfamiliar with modular time evolution may want to think of the canonical energy as
associated with evolution in Rindler time, which coincides with modular time in the simplest case.
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Finally, another interesting case occurs when α = z →∞, where
Dmax(ρ||σ) = inf{γ : ρ ≤ 2γσ}. (2.8)
This max relative entropy appears in the context of information theory in the single shot
setting [32, 33]
As a check on our later results we will prove a known property of the α-z susceptibilities
starting from their bulk expressions. This property is given as the following theorems:
Theorem 1 The function α→ Dα,α(ρ||σ) is monotone increasing in α.
Theorem 2 The function α→ Dα,1(ρ||σ) is monotone increasing in α.
Another interesting set of inequalities obeyed by divergences is monotonicity under the
partial trace. The α-α and α-1 divergences are both known to be monotonic, as expressed
in the following theorems.
Theorem 3 The α-α divergence is decreasing under joint application of the partial trace
to both of its arguments, Dα,α(ρA||σA) ≤ Dα,α(ρAB||σAB).
Theorem 4 The α-1 divergence is decreasing under joint application of the partial trace
to both of its arguments, Dα,1(ρA||σA) ≤ Dα,1(ρAB||σAB).
Although the α-z divergences satisfy a number of interesting constraints [11, 34], it is only
the monotonicity in α and monotonicity under partial trace that we will explore in this
work.
2.2 The α-z divergences in perturbation theory
We study the α-z divergences Dα,z(ρ||σ) for ρ close to a reference state σ. Consider a one
parameter family of density matrices,
ρ() = σ +  δ1ρ+
2
2
δ2ρ+ ... (2.9)
and expand the divergences according to
Dα,z(ρ()||σ) = Dα,z(σ||σ) + 
(
d
d
Dα,z(ρ||σ)
)∣∣∣∣
=0
+
2
2
(
d2
d2
Dα,z(ρ||σ)
)∣∣∣∣
=0
+O(3).
(2.10)
The α-z divergences are zero if and only if ρ = σ and are always positive, which implies that
the zeroth and first order terms vanish. This leaves the second order term as the leading
one. We define
χα,z ≡ 1
2
(
d2
d2
Dα,z(ρ||σ)
)∣∣∣∣
=0
, (2.11)
and call this the α-z susceptibility.
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To study the susceptibility we recall the definition of the α-z divergence given as equa-
tion 2.2. In Appendix A, we discuss how to take derivatives of the combination of powers
of density matrices that appears there by using some matrix identities. The result is that
χα,z =
z
1− α
∫
dσadσb
(σ
α/z
a − σα/zb )(σ
1−α
z
a − σ
1−α
z
b )
(σa − σb)(σ1/za − σ1/zb )
|δ1ρab|2. (2.12)
The matrix elements of the perturbation δ1ρ are in the eigenbasis of σ; that is δ1ρab =
〈σa|δ1ρ|σb〉 with σ|σa〉 = σa|σa〉.
To gain some intuition for equation 2.12, it is helpful to consider a few special cases.
Consider for example α = z corresponding to the sandwiched relative entropies. Then
equation 2.12 simplifies to
χα,α =
α
1− α
∫
dσadσb
(σ
1−α
α
a − σ
1−α
α
b )
(σ
1/α
a − σ1/αb )
|δ1ρab|2. (2.13)
Setting α = 1/2 we find
χ1/2,1/2 =
1
2
∫
dσadσb
2
σa + σb
|δ1ρab|2. (2.14)
while at α = 2 we have
χ2,2 = 2
∫
dσadσb
1√
σaσb
|δ1ρab|2. (2.15)
Since the arithmetic mean appears in the α = 1/2 case, and the geometric mean in the
α = 2 case, we might expect χα,α to have the general form
χα,α = α
∫
dσadσb
1
Aα(σa, σb)
|δ1ρab|2, (2.16)
where Aα(σa, σb) computes an average of the two eigenvalues. Indeed it is straightforward
to check analytically from equation 2.13 that this is the case5. This is intuitive: for diagonal
entries δ1ρaa we would expect the contribution to the distinguishability of ρ from σ to be
inversely proportional to σa and proportional to δ1ρaa (a small change to a big eigenvalue
is hard to notice, while a big change to a small eigenvalue is easy to notice). Equation 2.16
shows that for off diagonal elements we weight the perturbation δ1ρab by an average of the
two eigenvalues, and that the averaging function we use is fixed by the parameter α.
Returning to 2.12, we’d like to express the susceptibility in terms of the operators σ
and δ1ρ. Define
x ≡ 1
2pi
ln
σb
σa
(2.17)
5By Aα(σa, σb) computing an average we mean that it lies between its two arguments and satisfies
Aα(σa, σa) = σa.
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and use this to rewrite χα,z as
χα,z =
z
1− α
∫
dσadσb
(1− e2pixα/z)(1− e2pix 1−αz )
(1− e2pix)(1− e2pix/z)
1
σa
δ1ρabδ
1ρba, (2.18)
where we should remember that x depends on σa, σb. Next, we split δ1ρ in a sum over
modes in a way that will let us recognize 2.18 as a trace. In particular choose
δ1ρ−ω ≡
∫ +∞
−∞
ds eisωσ−is/2pi δ1ρ σis/2pi. (2.19)
These modular frequency modes of the operator δ1ρ satisfy the completeness relation,∫ +∞
−∞
dω δ1ρ−ω = δ1ρ. (2.20)
Notice that, as a consequence of definition 2.19,
(δ1ρ−ω)ba = δ(ω − x)δ1ρba. (2.21)
Now we replace δ1ρba in 2.18 with the integral over modular frequency modes. We can
then interchange the order of the integrals over eigenvalues and integral over modes, and
use that δ1ρ−ω contains the delta function δ(ω − x) to replace x everywhere with ω. We
are left with
χα,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFα,z(ω)
∫
dσadσb
1
σa
δ1ρab(δ
1ρ−ω)ba, (2.22)
where the function Fα,z(ω) can be read from 2.18,
Fn,z(ω) =
z
1− α
(1− e2piωα/z)(1− e2piω 1−αz )
(1− e2piω)(1− e2piω/z) . (2.23)
The double integral over eigenvalues is now recognized as a trace,
χα,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFα,z(ω) tr(σ−1δ1ρ δ1ρ−ω), (2.24)
so that the susceptibilities are expressed in terms of the operators σ, δ1ρ. Alternatively,
from definition 2.19 of the modular frequency modes we can express this in the modular
time domain,
χα,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dsF˜α,z(s)tr(σ−1δ1ρ σ−is/2piδ1ρ σis/2pi), (2.25)
where F˜α,z(s) is the Fourier transform of Fα,z(ω).
To find a bulk expression for these susceptibilities we will write them in terms of a
time-ordered two point function (this is explained in detail at the end of section 3.1). For
this we need an alternative expression for χα,z. In particular we need that
χα,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFα,z(ω) tr(σ−1δ1ρ−ωδρ), (2.26)
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which in the modular time domain reads
χα,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dsF˜α,z(s)tr(σ−1σ−is/2pi δ1ρ σis/2pi δ1ρ). (2.27)
Although expression 2.25 is always true, for 2.25 to be equal to 2.27 we need F˜α,z(s) to be
even6. In Appendix B we establish that this is true for α ∈ N and z ≥ 0, and for α ∈ R
and z ∈ {0,∞}. However, we show in section 4.3 that χα,0 = 0, while at z = ∞, we find
χα,∞ is proportional to χ1,1 so that this case is already included in the integer α case. For
this reason we focus on the case of integer α in what follows.
Summarizing, we have
χn,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFn,z(ω) tr(σ−1δ1ρ−ωδ1ρ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFn,z(ω) tr(σ−1δ1ρ δ1ρ−ω) (2.28)
for n ∈ N, where
Fn,z(ω) =
z
1− n
(1− e2piωn/z)(1− e2piω 1−nz )
(1− e2piω)(1− e2piω/z) . (2.29)
These expressions do not make use of holography or quantum field theory; 2.28 and 2.29
are statements only about the α-z divergences.
It is also sometimes of interest to define a metric on the space of quantum states starting
from a susceptibility. The susceptibility is a quadratic function of the state perturbation,
which allows us to promote it to a bilinear form on state perturbations. We do this by
defining
χn,z(δ
1ρ1, δ
1ρ2) ≡ 1
2
[
χn,z(δ
1ρ1 + δ
1ρ2)− χn,z(δ1ρ1)− χn,z(δ1ρ2)
]
. (2.30)
When α = z = 1, the bilinear form defined by the above is known as the Fisher information
metric7 [35]. Similarly, metrics defined from the Petz relative entropies [36] have been
considered, and generally any divergence may be used to construct such a metric.
3 The holographic setting
3.1 Perturbations around path integral states
In the context of Lorentzian AdSd+1/CFTd, we focus on a particular class of CFT states
that are conveniently described using the Euclidean path integral [37]. For these states,
we will find that the n-z susceptibilities can be written in terms of two point functions
of the operators that were inserted into the path integral. We are interested in these
particular states because they are understood to be dual to coherent bulk states associated
6Alternatively, we could start with 2.25 and shift the s contour in the complex plane by 2pii to obtain
2.27. This is possible whenever F˜α,z(s) is analytic in strip 0 < Im(s) < 2pi. Thus instead of studying where
F˜α,z(s) is even we could have studied its analyticity.
7Some authors use the convention that χ1/2,1/2 defines the Fisher information metric, our naming con-
vention follows earlier usage in the high energy physics literature [5].
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with smooth geometries and field configurations [38–40]. Previous work involving excited
states of this class concerns the emergence of bulk dynamics out of CFT entanglement
thermodynamics [18, 25].
Recall that the vacuum state at time x0E = 0 is described by the Euclidean path integral,
〈φ1|0〉 =
∫ φ=φ1 [Dφ]
Nλ
exp
(
−
∫ 0
−∞
dxE0
∫
dd−1xLCFT [φ]
)
. (3.1)
We can prepare another state in the CFT by turning on sources λi for operators Oi in the
CFT path integral,
〈φ1|Ψ(t = 0)〉 =
∫ φ=φ1 [Dφ]
Nλ
exp
(
−
∫ 0
−∞
dxE0
∫
dd−1x
(
LCFT [φ] +
∑
i
λiOi
))
. (3.2)
We will simplify our notation by writing
SE [φ,~λ] =
∫ 0
−∞
dxE0
∫
dd−1x
(
LCFT [φ] +
∑
i
λiOi
)
. (3.3)
In order to prepare a state in the original CFT rather than one deformed by the operators
Oi we require that λ(x0E = 0, x) = 0. We can attach a Lorentzian path integral at x0E = 0
to implement time evolution,
〈φ1|Ψ(t)〉 =
∫
Dφ
∫ φL=φ1
φL=φ
DφL e
iS[φL]
∫ φE=φ
DφE e
−S[φE ,~λ]. (3.4)
The functional integration DφE is over the field on the Euclidean manifold, DφL is over
the Lorentzian manifold, and Dφ is the integration over the field configuration at their
interface. The full path integral that prepares a state at some Lorentzian time is shown
pictorially in figure 2a.
We will be interested in the state on a subregion R of the CFT. The state on a subregion
is expressed in terms of the reduced density matrix σR, which can also be computed in terms
of a path integral. Divide the fields φ into a part on R and a part on the complement Rc so
that the full field configuration is specified by (φ, φc). Then the reduced density matrix is
〈φ1|σR(t)|φ0〉 =
∫
DφDφ′Dφ′′
∫ φ′
Dφ′E e
−S[φ′E ,~λ]×∫ (φ0,φ)
φ′
Dφ′L e
iS[φ′L]
∫ φ′′
(φ1,φ)
Dφ′′L e
iS[φ′′L]
∫
φ′′
Dφ′′E e
−S[φ′′E ,~λ]. (3.5)
We illustrate this path integral in figure 2b.
We will be interested in perturbing the density matrix σR. Working around a back-
ground defined by the sources ~λ, we add some additional deformation 
∫
λO to the Eu-
clidean action so that the new density matrix is
〈φ1|ρR(t)|φ0〉 =
∫
DφDφ′Dφ′′
∫ φ′
Dφ′E e
−S[φ′E ,~λ]+
∫ 0
−∞ dx
0
E
∫
dd−1xλO×∫ (φ0,φ)
φ′
Dφ′L e
iS[φ′L]
∫ φ′′
(φ1,φ)
Dφ′′L e
iS[φ′′L]
∫
φ′′
Dφ′′E e
−S[φ′′E ,~λ]+
∫+∞
0 dx
0
E
∫
dd−1xλO.
(3.6)
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tx0E
φ1
(a)
φ1
φ0
(b)
Figure 2: (a) The path integral given in equation 3.4 that prepares the state |Ψ(t)〉. The
cap on the lower end of the cylinder is the Euclidean path integral, while the cylinder is
the Lorentzian part of the path integral. Fixing the boundary condition on the open end
of the cylinder to a field configuration φ1 computes the amplitude 〈φ1|Ψ〉. (b) The path
integral given in equation 3.5 that prepares the density matrix on the subregion R. The
path integral at left for preparing the state |Ψ(t)〉 has been doubled, and the two path
integrals sewn together along Rc. Fixing boundary conditions above and below the cut
along R (shown in blue) computes the amplitude 〈φ1|σR|φ0〉.
Expanding the first and last exponentials to first order we find the perturbed density matrix
is related to the old one by
ρ = σ + 
∫ +∞
−∞
dx0E
∫
dd−1xσ λ(x0E , x)O(x0E , x) + ... (3.7)
This identifies
δ1ρ =
∫
ddxσ λ(x)O(x) (3.8)
as the first order state perturbation, where we have defined x = (x0E , x).
It is also useful to combine expression 3.8 for the perturbation to a path integral state
with the modular frequency transformation 2.19,
δ1ρ−ω =
∫
ddxσ λ(x)O−ω(x). (3.9)
This gives the modes of the state perturbation in terms of the modes of the operator
insertions.
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We’re now ready to write the susceptibilities in terms of two point functions. Recall
equation 2.28,
χn,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFn,z(ω) tr(σ−1δ1ρ−ωδ1ρ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFn,z(ω) tr(σ−1δ1ρ δ1ρ−ω).
This gives the n-z susceptibilities in terms of the state perturbation δ1ρ and its modes
δ1ρ−ω. We now use 3.8 and 3.9 to write δ1ρ, δ1ρ−ω in terms of the operator O and its
modes O−ω. However, we need to do this carefully to enforce time ordering. Use the first
equality in 2.28 when x0E < y
0
E ,
χn,z =
∫
dωFn,z(ω)
∫
dx0Ed
d−1x dy0Ed
d−1yλ(x0E , x)λ(y
0
E , y) tr(σO−ω(y0E , y)O(x0E , x)).
(3.10)
While when x0E > y
0
E use the second equality in 2.28,
χn,z =
∫
dωFn,z(ω)
∫
dx0Ed
d−1x dy0Ed
d−1yλ(x0E , x)λ(y
0
E , y) tr(σO(x0E , x)O−ω(y0E , y)).
(3.11)
Taking these together we have
χn,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFn,z(ω)
∫
ddx ddyλ(x)λ(y) 〈O(x)O−ω(y)〉. (3.12)
This gives the n-z susceptibilities in terms of an integral over the modular two point func-
tion.
3.2 Modular flow, free fields, and the modular extrapolate dictionary
From 3.12 we see that the α-z susceptibilities are conveniently expressed in terms of the
modular frequency modes of the perturbing operators. Given this, it useful to recall a few
facts about modular flow. The main goal of this section will be to obtain a bulk expression
for the modular frequency mode O−ω. Our summary here borrows from [14].
Given a region in space R and a state on R specified by a density matrix σR, there is
a natural automorphism on the algebra of operators in R given by
O(x)→ Os ≡ σ−is/2piR O(x)σis/2piR . (3.13)
This operation is known as modular flow. The parameter s is called modular time. In
certain simple situations modular flow is geometric. For example in Rindler space, modular
flow using the vacuum density matrix corresponds to Rindler time evolution.
It is useful to define the modular Hamiltonian according to
HR = − log σR, (3.14)
so that modular flow is Hamiltonian evolution with the modular Hamiltonian. Recently
it has been argued that, in the AdS/CFT correspondence, the modular Hamiltonian for a
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CFT region R is related in a simple way to the modular Hamiltonian of the corresponding
entanglement wedge W [15]. In particular,
HR =
Aˆ
4G
+HW , (3.15)
which needs to be understood inside of expectation values, for instance we get that
tr(σRHR) = tr
(
σW
Aˆ
4G
)
+ tr (σWHW ) . (3.16)
The operator Aˆ measures the area of the RT surface. Importantly, Aˆ commutes with all
the operators supported on any spacelike slice of the entanglement wedge. This has been
used to establish the equality of bulk and boundary relative entropy for pairs of states that
share an area operator. We point out an extension of this result to the α-z divergences
in Appendix C. This has also been used to establish the equality of bulk and boundary
modular flows,
σ
−is/2pi
R Oσis/2piR = σ−is/2piW Oσis/2piW , (3.17)
which again needs to be understood inside of expectation values, and where on the left we
consider O as a boundary operator and on the right as the same operator represented in
the bulk.
The modular frequency modes, already introduced above, are defined by the Fourier
transform,
Oω(x) ≡
∫ +∞
−∞
ds e−isωOs(x) =
∫ +∞
−∞
ds e−isωσ−is/2piO(x)σis/2pi (3.18)
The correlator 〈(O1)sO2〉 is analytic in the strip 0 < Im(s) < 2pi. From this fact we can
derive the KMS condition,
〈(O1)sO2〉 = 〈O2(O1)s+2pii〉. (3.19)
In the frequency domain the KMS condition allows us to prove that
〈(O1)ωO2〉 = nω〈[O2, (O1)ω]〉 with nω = 1
e2piω − 1 , (3.20)
which we will find useful in that it relates expectation values to commutators.
We will work mainly in terms of a bulk scalar field, although we also show in section 4.2
how to generalize our derivation to the spin 2 case. We will be interested in the configuration
of this bulk scalar field on a spacelike slice Σ of the entanglement wedge. Our set-up is
shown in figure 3. For our bulk scalar, we work around some background field configuration
that we label Φref(X). The bulk field perturbation we call Φ(X). Working at leading order
in 1/N , we treat this perturbation as a free field. The scalar field operator Φˆ is related to
Φref(X) and Φ(X) according to
Φref(X) = tr(σ Φˆ(X)) (3.21)
Φ(X) = tr(δ1ρ Φˆ(X)). (3.22)
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RΣ
(a)
R
Σ
(b)
Figure 3: (a) The boundary region R (shown in red) and its associated entanglement
wedge W (shown as the blue shaded region). Σ (shown in grey) is a spacelike slice of the
wedge that is anchored to R and the extremal surface. (b) A lower dimensional slice of
the entanglement wedge. When the reference state is the vacuum, modular flow moves
operators along the blue trajectory.
Similarly we introduce the conjugate momentum operator Πˆ(X), which satisfies the usual
commutation relations with Φˆ(X). Note that in equations 3.21 and 3.22 we are considering
the operator Φˆ(X) as living in the boundary Hilbert space, which we may do whenever X
is in the entanglement wedge of R [24, 41, 42].
To relate Φˆ(X) to the boundary operator insertions, recall the extrapolate dictionary,
lim
z→0
z−∆+Φˆ(x, z) = O(x). (3.23)
Notice that equality of bulk and boundary modular flows implies,
lim
z→0
z−∆+σ−isW Φˆ(x, z)σ
is
W = σ
−is/2pi
R O(x)σis/2piR . (3.24)
We can integrate both sides of this expression against e−isω to arrive at the modular ex-
trapolate dictionary,
lim
z→0
z−∆+Φω(x, z) = Oω(x). (3.25)
Because our operator insertions are in the Euclidean path integral, while the extrapolate
dictionary relates bulk fields and operators on the Lorentzian boundary, it is necessary to
further modular evolve expression 3.25 above into imaginary time. We define the operator
Φˆω,iτ (X) ≡ στ/2piΦˆω(X)σ−τ/2pi. (3.26)
Then our final version of the extrapolate dictionary is
lim
z→0
z−∆+Φω,iτ (x, z) = Oω(x, τ). (3.27)
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It will also be useful to re-express the modular frequency modes as linear combinations of
the field operators. In particular, since Φˆ(X) and Πˆ(X) form a basis of operators for the
algebra on Σ, there must be coefficients C(X,Y, τ) and D(X,Y, τ) such that
Φˆω,iτ (X) =
∫
Σ
ddY
[
C(X,Y, τ)Φˆ(Y ) +D(X,Y, τ)Πˆ(Y )
]
. (3.28)
Taking expectation values of both sides with Φˆ and Πˆ, using expression 3.20 relating ex-
pectation values to commutators, and using the canonical commutation relations, we can
determine the coefficients C,D in terms of two point functions,
Φˆω,iτ (X) =
i
nω
∫
Σ
ddY
[
〈Φˆω,iτ (X)Πˆ(Y )〉Φˆ(Y )− 〈Φˆω,iτ (X)Φˆ(Y )〉Πˆ(Y )
]
. (3.29)
This formula amounts to expressing the operator Φˆω,iτ (X) in terms of the basis of oper-
ators {Φˆ(X), Πˆ(X)}. Now we combine 3.29 with the modular extrapolate dictionary by
multiplying by z−∆+ and taking the z → 0 limit. We find
Oω(x, τ) = i
nω
∫
Σ
ddY
[
〈Oω(x, τ)Φˆ(Y )〉Πˆ(Y )− 〈Oω(x, τ)Πˆ(Y )〉Φˆ(Y )
]
. (3.30)
This is the main result of this section, and will be key to obtaining a bulk dual for χn,z.
4 The α-z divergences in holography
4.1 Bulk expression for the α-z susceptibilities
We’re now ready to combine some of our results to determine a bulk expression for the
susceptibilities. We start with 3.12, which we repeat here,
χn,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFn,z(ω)
∫
ddx ddyλ(x)λ(y)〈O(x)O−ω(y)〉,
with Fn,z(ω) given in equation 2.29. Now substitute for O−ω using expression 3.30. This
yields,
χn,z =
∫
Σ
ddX
∫ +∞
−∞
dω i
Fn,z(ω)
n−ω
∫
ddx ddyλ(x)λ(y)×
[〈O−ω(y)Φ(X)〉〈O(x)Π(X)〉 − 〈O−ω(y)Π(X)〉〈O(x)Φ(X)〉] . (4.1)
To complete our calculation we need to do the integrations over ddx and ddy. There are
four of these, and we claim they are given as follows:
Φ(X) =
∫
ddyλ(y) 〈O(y)Φˆ(X)〉, (4.2)
Π(X) =
∫
ddyλ(y) 〈O(y)Πˆ(X)〉, (4.3)
Φω(X) =
∫
ddyλ(y) 〈O−ω(y)Φˆ(X)〉, (4.4)
Πω(X) =
∫
ddyλ(y) 〈O−ω(y)Πˆ(X)〉. (4.5)
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We derive each of these below.
Recall expression 3.22 which said that,
Φ(X) = tr
(
δ1ρ Φˆ(X)
)
Using expression 3.8 for the perturbation δ1ρ we have
Φ(X) =
∫
ddyλ(y) 〈O(y)Φˆ(X)〉, (4.6)
which is integral 4.2. Taking a derivative on both sides we obtain the integral 4.3.
The two remaining integrations involve the modular frequency modes of the boundary
operator O(x), so we might expect these are related to the bulk modes Φω. These modes
are defined by
Φω(X) = tr
(
δ1ρ Φˆω(X)
)
, (4.7)
which, using 3.8 again is just
Φω(X) =
∫
ddxλ(x)〈O(x)Φˆω(X)〉. (4.8)
Now we use the definition of the modular frequency modes along with cyclicity of the trace
to rewrite this in terms of the modes of the operator O,
Φω(X) =
∫
ddxλ(x)
∫ +∞
−∞
ds e−isω〈O(x)σ−is/2piΦˆ(X)σis/2pi〉
=
∫
ddxλ(x)
∫ +∞
−∞
ds e−isω〈σis/2piO(x)σ−is/2piΦˆ(X)〉
=
∫
ddxλ(x)〈O−ω(x)Φˆ(X)〉. (4.9)
The last equality is integral 4.4, while taking a derivative on both sides yields 4.5.
Using 4.2-4.5 to do all the boundary integrations in 4.1, we arrive at
χn,z =
∫
Σ
ddX
∫ +∞
−∞
dω iK ′n,z(ω) [Φ(X)Πω(X)− Φω(X)Π(X)] , (4.10)
where the function of K ′α,z(ω) appearing is determined by 2.29 and 3.20,
K ′n,z(ω) = −
Fn,z(ω)
n−ω
=
z
1− n
(1− e2piωn/z)(1− e2piω 1−nz )
(1− e2piω/z) e
−2piω. (4.11)
Because the field Φs(X) satisfies the KMS condition, Φs = Φs+2pii it’s Fourier transform Φω
is actually ambiguous up to factors of e2piω. It’s convenient then to drop the overall factor
of e−2piω appearing in 4.11, as this won’t effect the result of the integration over modular
frequency space.
Our final result then is that
χn,z =
∫
Σ
ddX
∫ +∞
−∞
dω iKn,z(ω) [Φ(X)Πω(X)− Φω(X)Π(X)] , (4.12)
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with
Kn,z(ω) =
z
1− n
(1− e2piωn/z)(1− e2piω n−1z )
(1− e2piω/z) . (4.13)
Expression 4.12 gives the α-z susceptibilities purely in terms of bulk data, and constitutes
the main result of this article. This expression is valid around any asymptotically AdS
background and in any dimension. Notice that as a byproduct of our derivation we have
that χn,z is conserved, in the sense that it is independent of the spacelike slice Σ of the
entanglement wedge chosen. This followed from the fact that we could choose any spacelike
slice in expression 3.30.
The choice = z = 1 corresponds to relative entropy, so our result must reduce to
canonical energy in this case. To check this, it is useful to first re-write equation 4.12 in an
alternative form. To do this, we reinterpret the integration over modular frequency space
in terms of a differential operator acting on Φs(X). We have∫ +∞
−∞
dωKn,z(ω)(X) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dsΦs(X)
∫ +∞
−∞
dωKn,z(ω)e
−isω (4.14)
=
∫ +∞
−∞
dsΦs(X)
∫ +∞
−∞
Kn,z(i∂s)e
−isω (4.15)
= [Kn,z(−i∂s)Φs(X)]|s=0 . (4.16)
Similarly ∫ +∞
−∞
dωKn,z(ω)Πω(X) = [Kn,z(−i∂s)Πs(X)]|s=0 (4.17)
Finally, we recall that the gravitational symplectic form is defined by
WΣ(Φ1,Φ2) ≡
∫
Σ
ddX [Φ1(X)Π2(X)−Π1(X)Φ2(X)] . (4.18)
so that the susceptibilities are
χn,z = WΣ(Φ, Kˆn,zΦ), (4.19)
where Kˆn,z ≡ Kn,z(−i∂s).
We are now able to check that our result recovers the usual relation [5, 18] between
Fisher information and canonical energy when the modular flow is local and n = 1. For
n = 1
Kn,z(ω) = −2piiω. (4.20)
so that Kˆ1,1 = −2pi∂s. For near vacuum states, we can interpret the parameter s as a
coordinate, and define a vector field η which points in the direction of s. It is conventional
to choose the normalization
−2pi∂s = Lη. (4.21)
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Then we get that
χ1,1 = WΣ(Φ,LηΦ), (4.22)
which is the canonical energy [43].
The integrated symplectic form density appearing in equation 4.19 is conserved in the
sense that it is invariant under deformations of the integration surface Σ. This follows
because the symplectic form is a closed differential form on spacetime when the arguments
obey the equations of motion. To see that this is the case, at least for perturbations around
the vacuum state, we again use that s becomes a coordinate corresponding to modular flow.
Further, −2pi∂s = Lη is actually a Killing vector of the background metric. This implies
that Kˆn,z(−i∂s)Φ is a solution to the equations of motion since
(g +m2)Kˆn,z(−i∂s)Φ = Kˆn,z(−i∂s)(g +m2)Φ = 0. (4.23)
Since Kˆn,zΦ is a solution to the equations of motion, we have that χn,z = WΣ(Φ, Kˆn,zΦ)
independent of the choice of Σ.
4.2 Bulk metric perturbations
Our derivation of bulk expressions for the boundary susceptibilities has been carried out for
an insertion of a scalar operator in the boundary path integral. The boundary scalar oper-
ator sources a bulk scalar field, in terms of which we were able to express the susceptibility.
We could also have considered inserting the stress tensor in the boundary path integral,
which sources a bulk metric perturbation. In this case we can follow a similar derivation to
arrive at a bulk expression for the susceptibility in terms of the bulk metric perturbation.
We begin again with the path integral states defined by equation 3.2. Work around
a background metric Gµν and consider some metric perturbation Hµν . The bulk metric
perturbation is sourced by an insertion of the stress tensor in the path integral, which leads
to the state perturbation
δ1ρ =
∫
ddxσ λab(x)T
ab(x). (4.24)
From this we can define the modular frequency modes of the boundary perturbation,
δ1ρ−ω =
∫
ddxσ λab(x)T
ab
−ω(x). (4.25)
Recalling expression 2.28 for the susceptibility in terms of the state perturbation,
χn,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFn,z(ω)tr(σ−1δ1ρ δ1ρ−ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFn,z(ω)tr(σ−1δ1ρ−ω δ1ρ)
we arrive at the spin 2 version of equation 3.12,
χα,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFα,z(ω)
∫
ddxddyλab(x)λcd(y)〈T ab(x)T cd−ω(y)〉. (4.26)
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Next we need the gravity statement of our change of basis formula 3.29 and extrapolate
dictionary 3.27. The extrapolate dictionary statement is
Tˆab(x, τ) = lim
z→0
z−∆+Hˆab,iτ (x, z), (4.27)
while the change of basis formula takes the general form
Hˆωab,iτ (X) =
∫
Σ
ddY
(
Cijab(X,Y, τ)Hˆij(Y ) +D
ij
ab(X,Y, τ)Πˆij(Y )
)
. (4.28)
Note that since Hˆab, Πˆab are symmetric in their indices we can take the two upper and two
lower indices of C to be symmetric, and the same for D.
The coefficients C,D can be fixed using the relation between expectation values and
commutators provided by equation 3.20, along with appropriate canonical commutation
relations,
[Hˆij(X), Πˆab(Y )] =
i
2
(δiaδjb + δibδja)δ
(d)(X − Y ). (4.29)
Applying also the extrapolate dictionary statement 4.27 we arrive at
T abω (y, τ) =
i
nω
∫
Σ
ddX
[
〈T abω (y, τ)Hˆσρ(X)〉Πσρ(X)− 〈T abω (y, τ)Πˆσρ(X)〉Hσρ(X)
]
. (4.30)
Inserting this into expression 4.26 for the susceptibility,
χn,z =
∫
Σ
ddX
∫ +∞
−∞
dω iKn,z(ω)
∫
ddxddyλab(x)λcd(y)×[
〈T ab−ω(x)Hij(X)〉〈T cd(y)Πij(X)〉 − 〈T ab−ω(x)Πij(X)〉〈T cd(y)H ij(X)〉
]
.
(4.31)
Then, similar to the scalar case we use
H ij(X) =
∫
ddxλab(x)〈Tˆ ab(x)Hˆ ij(X)〉, (4.32)
Πij(X) =
∫
ddxλab(x)〈Tˆ ab(x)Πˆij(X)〉, (4.33)
Habω (X) =
∫
ddyλij(y) 〈Tˆ ij−ω(y)Hˆab(X)〉, (4.34)
Πabω (X) =
∫
ddyλij(y) 〈Tˆ ij−ω(y)Πˆab(X)〉. (4.35)
Using these to do the boundary integrals
∫
ddx and
∫
ddy, we arrive at
χn,z =
∫
Σ
ddX
∫ +∞
−∞
dω iKn,z(ω)
[
Hij(X)Π
ij
ω (X)−H ijω (X)Πij(X)
]
. (4.36)
This reproduces our main result, expression 4.12, for state perturbations consisting of co-
herent excitations of the graviton field.
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4.3 What happens away from integer α?
To find bulk expressions for the α-z susceptibilities we made use of the two equalities in
expression 2.28. We noted there that the second equality is true only for certain parameter
values. In particular we had that
χα,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dω Fα,z(ω)tr(σ−1δ1ρ δ1ρ−ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dω Fα,z(ω)tr(σ−1δ1ρ−ωδ1ρ)
when α ∈ N and z ≥ 0, and when α ∈ R and z ∈ {0,∞}.
We considered the case of α ∈ N in sections 4.1 and 4.2. However, since our two
alternative expressions in 2.28 are still true for the limiting cases z ∈ {0,∞} even for α
non-integer, our main result 4.12 is still valid in those cases. To study these cases in more
detail consider the values of Kn,z(ω) at z = 0,∞,
lim
z→0
Kn,z(ω) = iα δω,0
lim
z→∞Kn,z(ω) = 2piiαω. (4.37)
By δω,0 we mean the Kronecker delta function. From these expressions, we get that
χα,0 = 0,
χα,∞ = αχ1,1, (4.38)
so that χα,0 is trivial and the bulk dual of χα,∞ occurs already within the integer cases.
What about away from the parameter region where 2.28 is true? In general we have
χα,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dω Fα,z(ω)tr(σ−1δ1ρδ1ρ−ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dω Fα,z(ω)e
2piωtr(σ−1δ1ρ−ωδ1ρ). (4.39)
Repeating the steps taken at the end of section 3 to write the susceptibility in terms of the
time-ordered two point function, but using the above instead of 2.28 we find
χα,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
∫
ddxddyλ(x)λ(y)Fα,z(ω)e
2piω θ(x0E−y0E)〈O(x)O−ω(y)〉. (4.40)
We can now proceed as before, replacing Oω with a bulk integral according to equation
3.30. However, the appearance of the θ(x0E − y0E) dependent exponential prevents the use
of equations 4.2-4.5 to do the boundary integrals. So far we have not understood how
to write the susceptibilities in terms of bulk data when this factor appears. It would be
interesting to do so however, in particular since the fidelity occurs at z = α = 1/2 (outside
our accessible region) and there are claims in the literature that the fidelity susceptibility
corresponds to a bulk volume [6].
5 Monotonicity of the susceptibilities in the parameter α
In this section we establish that our bulk expression for the susceptibilities satisfies Theo-
rems 1 and 2 which express monotonicity in α, at least for perturbations around the vacuum.
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We find that this monotonicity property holds without any assumptions placed on the bulk
classical field. Consequently, we view this as a check on our result 4.12, rather than as a
constraint on bulk physics.
We will give the proof for a bulk real scalar field, although the proof strategy generalizes
easily. We begin by noting that the bulk field Φ(X, s) satisfies the equation of motion,
(g +m2)Φ(X, s) = 0. (5.1)
We are interested in the bulk solution on the slice Σ, which we have chosen to correspond
to s = 0. Since we are working with perturbations around the vacuum, the s coordinate
corresponds to modular flow and
Φ(X, s) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dω e−iωsΦω(X). (5.2)
We can transform our bulk equation of motion then to the modular frequency domain, for
which there will be solutions labelled by the frequency ω. Call these solutions Ψω(X). It
is convenient to give these solutions a unit normalization,∫
Σ
ddX Ψ†ω(X)Ψω(X) = 1. (5.3)
A given bulk solution then is a linear combination of the modes Ψω,
Φω(X) = b(ω)Ψω(X) so that Φ(X, s) =
∫
dω e−isωb(ω)Ψω(X). (5.4)
Taking a derivative with respect to s on both sides yields a similar statement for the
conjugate momenta,
Πω(X) = −iωb(ω)Ψω(X) so that Π(X, s) =
∫
dω e−isω(−iω)b(ω)Ψω(X). (5.5)
Now consider expression 4.12 for the bulk susceptibility. Using expressions 5.4 and 5.5 we
arrive at
χn,n =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωdω′Kn,z(ω)(ω + ω′)b(−ω)b(ω′)
∫
Σ
dX Ψ−ω(X)Ψω′(X). (5.6)
The spatial integration has been isolated to the final factor written in terms of the basis of
solutions to the wave equation.
Because Φ(X, s) is real and b(ω) is an arbitrary function, it follows that b†(ω) = b(−ω)
and Φω(X)† = Φ−ω(X). Taking a complex conjugate of
Aω,ω′ =
∫
Σ
ddX Ψ−ω(X)Ψω′(X), (5.7)
we see that A∗ω,ω′ = Aω′,ω, so that Aω,ω′ can be diagonalized. Using also the normalization
5.3 we have imposed on Ψω, we find Aω,ω′ = δ(ω − ω′). This leads to
χn,z =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωKn,z(ω)2ω|b(ω)|2. (5.8)
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Since b(ω) is arbitrary, we have that χn,n ≤ χn+1,n+1 is true if and only if
2ωKn,n(ω) ≤ 2ωKn+1,n+1(ω) ∀ω ∈ R, (5.9)
while the inequality for the Petz relative entropy amounts to8
2ωK1,1(ω) ≤ 2ωK2,1(ω) ∀ω ∈ R. (5.10)
These results establish that checking monotonicity in α amounts to checking an inequality
between universal functions, which are in particular independent of the bulk field configu-
ration.
We go through the needed argument for inequality 5.9; inequality 5.10 is similar. For
5.9, the explicit expression for n ≥ 2 is
2ω
n
n− 1
(e2piω − 1)(1− e−2piω n−1n )
(e2piω/n − 1) ≤ 2ω
n+ 1
n
(e2piω − 1)(1− e−2piω n1+n )
(e2piω
1
n+1 − 1)
. (5.11)
We can remove the common (everywhere positive) factor of 2ω(e2piω − 1) to obtain the
equivalent inequality
n
n− 1
sinh(piω(n−1)n )
sinh(piωn )
≤ n+ 1
n
sinh(piωnn+1)
sinh( piωn+1)
. (5.12)
To prove 5.12, we start by defining the function
f(n, ω) =
n
n− 1 sinh
(
piω(n− 1)
n
)
. (5.13)
We can show this function is increasing with n for ω > 0 and decreasing with n for ω < 0.
We let u = (n− 1)/n and take an n derivative using the chain rule
∂f
∂n
=
∂f
∂u
∂u
∂n
=
[
piω
u
cosh(piωu)− 1
u2
sinh(piωu)
]
1
n2
. (5.14)
Define v = piuω so that
∂f
∂n
= [v cosh(v)− sinh(v)] 1
n2u2
. (5.15)
From the Taylor expansion it is straightforward to check that [v cosh(v)− sinh(v)] has the
same sign as v = piuω , so that f(n, ω) is increasing in n for ω > 0 and decreasing in n for
ω < 0 as claimed.
Now focus on the ω > 0 case. We have that f(n− 1) ≤ f(n) so that
n
n− 1 sinh
(
piω(n− 1)
n
)
≤ n+ 1
n
sinh
(
piωn
n+ 1
)
. (5.16)
8We only consider the n = 1 case here because for α > 2 the Petz relative entropies are no longer
divergences and Theorem 2 may not hold.
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Also for ω > 0 we have
sinh
(piω
n
)
≥ sinh
(
piω
n+ 1
)
. (5.17)
Dividing inequality 5.16 by 5.17 we get the needed inequality 5.12. For ω < 0 the inequalities
are reversed in 5.16 and 5.17, but both sides of 5.17 are negative so dividing yields 5.12
again.
It is necessary to check the n = 1 case separately by taking the n→ 1 limit in expression
5.9, but this is straightforward. Inequality 5.10 is handled similarly.
6 Discussion
Our goal has been exploratory: Identify any interesting gravitational quantities still hidden
in the entropy zoo. While working perturbatively around an arbitrary reference state, we
have determined bulk expressions for the α-z divergences up to second order whenever α is
an integer, as well as the limiting cases of z ∈ {0,∞} for all α ∈ R. We have seen explicitly
that all the α-z divergences can be expressed in the bulk in terms of an operator Kˆn,z and
the gravitational symplectic form,
χα,z = WΣ(Φ, Kˆn,zΦ). (6.1)
In general Kˆn,z is a non-local operator involving an infinite number of derivatives, and it
becomes local only at n = z = 1, corresponding to the relative entropy.
Our approach combines entanglement perturbation theory, as used for instance in [18],
with the modular extrapolate dictionary [14]. Doing so, we offer a simpler derivation that
boundary Fisher information is bulk canonical energy. However, we made use of the equality
of bulk and boundary modular flows which is a stronger assumption than used by previous
authors. In addition to simplifying the argument showing canonical energy equals Fisher
information, the stronger assumption allowed us to establish bulk duals of a larger class of
objects and to work around an arbitrary background.
One consequence of our result is that, recalling our definition of the n-z information
metric 2.30, we find corresponding metrics on the space of bulk field perturbations. If we
define,
Mn,z(Φ1,Φ2) ≡ 1
2
(
WΣ(Φ1 + Φ2, Kˆn,z(Φ1 + Φ2))−WΣ(Φ1, Kˆn,zΦ1)−WΣ(Φ2, Kˆn,zΦ2)
)
,
(6.2)
then from 4.12 we get that Mn,z(Φ1,Φ2) = χn,z(δ1ρ1, δ1ρ2). Thus, each information met-
ric on the space of CFT state perturbations defined by an α-z divergence is dual to a
corresponding metric on the space of field perturbations in the gravitational theory.
There are a number of directions one could take these results. First, there is an active
line of research in translating constraints on information theoretic quantities into gravi-
tational constraints [5, 44–50]. Using our bulk expressions for the α-z divergence allows
consideration of many new constraints. For instance, recall from theorems 3 and 4 that the
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α-α and α-1 divergences are monotonic under the partial trace. This immediately implies
that
WΣA(Φ, Kˆ
A
n,nΦ) ≤WΣAB (Φ, KˆABn,nΦ) (6.3)
when ΣA ⊂ ΣAB, and we’ve indicated the corresponding regions in K to remind the reader
that this operator depends on the region. The same statement is true for (α, z) = (n, 1).
Even more simply, we obtain
0 ≤WΣ(Φ, Kˆn,zΦ) (6.4)
because the divergences are positive. These constraints generalize those implied by mono-
tonicity and positivity of the relative entropy [49]. It would be interesting to understand if
these constraints on the α-z susceptibilities are independent of those implied by the relative
entropy, and if so to express them in terms of the bulk matter stress tensor.
It would also be interesting to understand if a bulk proof of monotonicity under the
partial trace can be given for the α-z susceptibilities. This understanding could be useful in
the purely information theoretic context, since for certain parameter values it is not known
whether the α-z divergence is monotonic [34]. It is possible such a bulk understanding
could be used to constrain which divergences are monotone.
A related direction would be to study black hole thermodynamics in light of our bulk
expressions for the α-z divergences. Those α-z divergences which obey the data-processing
inequality provide constraints on state transitions that generalize the usual second law of
thermodynamics [51]. For out of equilibrium systems, this set of constraints is stronger than
the single constraint provided by the second law. The possibility of using the AdS/CFT
correspondence to translate these additional constraints to statements in black hole ther-
modynamics has been considered before [20]. Our expression 4.12 seems well suited to
this purpose, as it allows the calculation of many different divergences for any given bulk
solution in any dimension, including black hole solutions.
Finally, it would be interesting to try and extend our results to the case of non-integer
α and finite, non-zero z. Of particular interest is the α = z = 1/2 case corresponding to
the fidelity. It has been argued that the fidelity susceptibility corresponds to the volume of
a bulk Cauchy slice [6], and it would be interesting to give a derivation of the bulk dual of
the fidelity susceptibility so as to check this expectation.
From a more general perspective, we find it interesting that all the divergences studied
here translate to conserved bulk quantities written simply in terms of the symplectic form.
We find this suggestive of a general mathematical connection between the information the-
oretic notion of divergence, conserved quantities, and symplectic structure. Additionally,
the combination of entanglement perturbation theory and the modular extrapolate dic-
tionary proved a powerful approach to studying the bulk duals of entropic quantities. It
would be interesting to apply this same approach to other problems in entanglement per-
turbation theory. For instance, one could use this approach to study the relative entropy
perturbatively to third or higher order.
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A Eigenvalue expansion of the α-z divergence
Given a reference state σ and another state ρ() which is perturbatively close to σ,
ρ = σ + δ1ρ+
2
2
δ2ρ+ ... (A.1)
we quoted in the main text the expression 2.12, which gives the second order term of the
α-z divergence in terms of the eigenvalues of the reference state and matrix elements of the
perturbation.
In this appendix we outline the derivation of that result. First, recall the identities:
d
dt
eX(t) =
∫ 1
0
dx exX(t)
dX(t)
dt
e(1−x)X(t), (A.2)
− lnX =
∫ ∞
0
ds
s
(e−sX − e−s). (A.3)
We can combine these to take derivatives of powers of density matrices,
dAp
d
=
d
d
ep lnA = p
∫ 1
0
dxdy
∫ ∞
0
dsAxpe−syA
dA
d
e−s(1−y)AA(1−x)p. (A.4)
Second derivatives can be handled by using the product rule and continued application of
our identities.
To expand the α-z divergences define the object
ρ˜α,z ≡ σ
1−α
2z ρ
α
z σ
1−α
2z (A.5)
so that
Dα,z(ρ||σ) = 1
α− 1 log tr((ρ˜α,z)
z). (A.6)
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Since (ρ˜α,z)|=0 = σ1/z, and tr(σ) = 1, one can check that
d2
d2
Dα,z(ρ||σ)=0 = 1
α− 1tr
(
d2
d2
(ρ˜α,z)
z
)
. (A.7)
We can take this second derivative of a matrix power by repeated application of the identities
A.2 and A.3. At each use of either of the matrix identities, we introduce an additional
integration parameter. Our final expression involves 12 integrals, 8 from uses of A.2 and 4
from uses of A.3. We find an expression which is bilinear in the first order perturbation,
χα,z =
∫ 1
0
dx1...dx8
∫ ∞
0
ds1...ds4 tr(Aα,z(σ, xi, si)δ1ρBα,z(σ, xi, si)δ1ρ). (A.8)
The form of the functions of operators A,B can be worked out explicitly by carrying through
the application of identities A.2 and A.3.
It’s possible to do the xi and si integrals. We consider the identity operator
I =
∫
dσa |σa〉〈σa|, (A.9)
where the states |σa〉 form an eigenbasis of σ, so that σ|σa〉 = σa|σ〉. Insert this identity
operator in A.8 twice to find
χα,z =
∫
dσadσb
(∫ 1
0
dx1...dx8
∫ ∞
0
ds1...ds4Aα,z(σa, xi, si)Bα,z(σb, xi, si)
)
|δ1ρab|2.
(A.10)
Now the integrals over the operator valued functions A,B are just integrals over ordinary
functions and can be done explicitly. The result is
χα,z =
d2
d2
Dα,z(ρ||σ)|=0 = z
1− α
∫
dσadσb
(σ
α/z
a − σα/zb )(σ
1−α
z
a − σ
1−α
z
b )
(σa − σb)(σ1/za − σ1/zb )
|δ1ρab|2 (A.11)
as quoted in the main text.
As a check, we can take the limit as α = z → 1 to find
χ1,1 =
∫
dσadσb
lnσa − lnσb
σa − σb |δ
1ρab|2. (A.12)
This expression agrees with [18] (see their equation B.69), where they used this to relate
Fisher information and canonical energy.
9They used a discrete sum over eigenvalues of σ where more properly they should have an integral, as
we used here. The distinction becomes important in treating the modular frequency transformation, in
particular the Dirac delta function appearing in 2.21 only makes sense inside an integral over eigenvalues.
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B Determining where F˜α,z(s) is even
Recall that we defined
F˜α,z(s) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFα,z(ω)e
isω, (B.1)
where
Fn,z(ω) =
z
1− α
(1− e2piωα/z)(1− e2piω 1−αz )
(1− e2piω)(1− e2piω/z) . (B.2)
We would like to understand where in the α-z parameter space F˜α,z(s) is even. We prove
here that F˜α,z(s) is even when α is an integer and z ≥ 0, and for α ∈ R when z ∈ {0,∞}.
From B.2 it follows that Fα,z(−ω) = e2piωFα,z(ω). This gives
F˜α,z(−s) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dω e2piωFα,z(ω)e
isω. (B.3)
Its possible to do the dω integral by closing the contour in a semicircle at infinity, either in
the upper or lower half plane depending on the sign of s. From B.2, we see that Fα,z(ω)
has poles at
ω = in and ω = inz. (B.4)
There are a few cases to consider.
Case 1: 0 < z <∞ and z is irrational
There are only first order poles. The integral in equation B.3 is a sum over residues,
2pii
∑
n
z
1− α(1− e
2piinα/z)(1− e2piin 1−αz )e2piin + 2pii
∑
n
z
1− α(1− e
2piinα)(1− e2piin(1−α))e2piinz.
(B.5)
We can see that if α ∈ N the residues from the poles at inz are zero. Only the poles at
ω = in contribute. In that case, the factor of e2piω = e2piin is always 1, so we can leave it
out of the integral,
F˜n,z(−s) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dω e2piωFα,z(ω)e
−isω =
∫ +∞
−∞
dω Fα,z(ω)e
−isω = F˜n,z(s) (B.6)
so that F˜n,z(s) is even.
Case 2: 0 < z <∞ and is rational
There will be double poles coming from ω = in = imz for z = n/m, as well as additional
simple poles. For the simple poles the same argument as in case 1 shows that when α is an
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integer we may ignore the factor of e2piω in B.3. The double poles contribute the following
sum of residues to the contour integral,
z
1− α
∑
n,m
(
(∂ωe
2piω)(1− e2piωα/z)(1− e2piω 1−αz ) + e2piω∂ω((1− e2piωα/z)(1− e2piω
1−α
z ))
)
|ω=imz=in.
(B.7)
If the e2piω had not been present, the contribution would have been
z
1− α
∑
n,m
(
e2piω∂ω((1− e2piωα/z)(1− e2piω
1−α
z ))
)
|ω=imz=in.
We can see that these coincide when z = imz = in, since then the first term in equation
B.7 is zero and in the second we have again e2piin = 1.
Case 3: z = 0
It can be checked that
lim
ω→0
Fα,z(ω) = α
lim
z→0
Fα,z(ω 6= 0) = 0, (B.8)
which establishes that Fα,z(ω) becomes a Kronecker delta function for z → 0. Then F˜α,z(s)
vanishes and so is even. Note that in this z → 0 case we do not need α to be an integer,
but since F˜α,z(s) = 0 we have that χα,0 = 0, so this case is trivial.
Case 4: z →∞
Taking the limit,
lim
z→∞Fα,z(ω) =
2piαω
e2piω − 1 (B.9)
we see that Fα,∞(ω) has poles only at ω = in, n ∈ N, so that F˜α,∞(s) is even.
Finally, note that for Dα,z(ρ||σ) to be a divergence we need z ≥ |α − 1| ≥ 0, so these
four cases are comprehensive.
C Equality of bulk and boundary divergences
The α-α divergences and α-1 divergences have operational meanings in terms of quantum
hypothesis testing [22]. Roughly speaking, they measure how difficult it is to distinguish the
density matrix ρ from the density matrix σ. Given this operational meaning and the notion
of subregion-subregion duality in AdS/CFT we might expect that the α-z divergences in
the bulk and boundary are equal,
Dα,z(ρR||σR) = Dα,z(ρW ||σW ), (C.1)
where R is a boundary subregion and W is the corresponding bulk entanglement wedge.
The above was already argued for by JLMS [15] in the special case where α = z = 1. We
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can verify that the more general statement C.1 is indeed the case, at least under certain
assumptions on the relation between ρ and σ.
First suppose that we have two states ρ, σ which we assume share an area operator,
HρR =
Aˆ
4G
+HρW
HσR =
Aˆ
4G
+HσW . (C.2)
Recall also that these expressions should be understood inside of expectation values. Con-
sider the definition of the α-z divergence,
Dα,z(ρR||σR) = 1
α− 1 log tr
(
ρRρ
−1
R [σ
1−α
2z
R ρ
α
z
Rσ
1−α
2z
R ]
z
)
=
1
α− 1 log〈ρ
−1
R [σ
1−α
2z
R ρ
α
z
Rσ
1−α
2z
R ]
z〉
where we have inserted the identity I = ρRρ−1R . Writing ρ = e−HρR , σ = e−HσR and using
C.2 we can relate this to the bulk divergence. Because the area operator commutes with
the modular Hamiltonians of both ρ and σ, we can collect all the factors with Aˆ and find
that they cancel. We are left with the result that
Dα,z(ρR||σR) = Dα,z(ρW ||σW ), (C.3)
which reduces to the JLMS result for α = z = 1.
There is another way to arrive at the same result which we find appealing. In the
understanding of entanglement wedge reconstruction in terms of quantum error correction,
Harlow [52] argued that the bulk and boundary density matrices are related according to
ρR = U
(⊕
α
(ρα ⊗ χα)
)
U †, (C.4)
where R labels the subregion being considered, ρR is the boundary state, and U is a unitary.
The density matrices ρα are not individually normalized but satisfy
∑
α tr(ρ
α) = 1. The
state
ρW ≡
⊕
ρα (C.5)
is the bulk density matrix, while the χα fix the area term in the Ryu-Takayanagi formula.
In this language, two boundary states having the same area operator means they share
the χα’s,
ρR = U
(⊕
α
(ρα ⊗ χα)
)
U †,
σR = U
(⊕
α
(σα ⊗ χα)
)
U †. (C.6)
Then, we can apply the axioms that define a divergence to show thatD(ρR||σR) = D(ρW ||σW ).
We give the steps below, indicating which of the axioms from section 2 or definitions from
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this section we use at each stage.
D(ρR||σR) = D
(⊕
α
(ρα ⊗ χα) ||
⊕
α
(σα ⊗ χα)
)
(definition C.6, unitary invariance)
=
∑
α
tr(ρα)g (D(ρα ⊗ χα||σα ⊗ χα)) (generalized mean value)
=
∑
α
tr(ρα)g (D(ρα||σα) +D(χα||χα)) (additivity)
=
∑
α
tr(ρα)g (D(ρα||σα)) (order)
= D(
⊕
ρα||
⊕
σα) (generalized mean value)
= D(ρW ||σW ) (definition C.5) (C.7)
Since there may be quantum divergences which are not α-z divergences, this proof is more
general than the one using the relation between bulk and boundary modular Hamiltonians.
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